
NORTH CORNWALL

TRAILS with GEOLOGICAL INTEREST along the coast from BUDE to BOSCASTLE

Ref. OS Explorer Map 111 Bude, Boscastle & Tintagel

SETTING THE SCENE.

The geological origins of the area date back to the Upper Devonian (377-360 Ma) in the south and 
the Carboniferous Period (360-290Ma) in the north of the region. The area then lay just north of the 
equator and was beneath the Rheic Ocean, the seabed consisted of sands and silts deposited by great
river delta's flowing from the north. Around 290Ma, during the Variscan Orogeny, the seabed was 
squeezed upwards forming high mountains, which were subsequently eroded away. Again, at 
around 145Ma the area was once more dominated by the sea. Then 2Ma the Ice Age impacted on 
the region with a tundra climate and permafrost producing glacial head formed by the freezing and 
thawing of the land. This was followed by a great thaw and erosion by the elements to form the 
landscape we see today, complete with evidence of stages through which it evolved.

The sedimentary Devonian and Carboniferous rocks have been intensely deformed and folded into 
complex structures clearly visible in the coastal sections from Bude to Boscastle.

Selected Geological Features can be seen at the following locations:-

TRAIL 1.

1.  BUDE SYNCLINE and ANTICLINE   SS 202065

2.  BUDE WHALE ROCK                          SS 199065

3.  BUDE TURBIDITES                             SS 203069

TRAIL 2.

4.  MILLOOK HAVEN                               SS 186006

TRAIL 3.

5.  CRACKINGTON HAVEN                    SX 142969

TRAIL 4.

6.  BOSCASTLE                                          SX 100913

7.  LADIES WINDOW                                SX 080906



TRAIL 4.

BOSCASTLE

From the large car park in Boscastle SX 100913, walk towards the sea and cross over the newly 
erected bridge, constructed as part of Boscastle's Flood Defence Scheme following the devastating 
floods of 2004. Head for the coast path south of the harbour, and climb the steep path leading to the 
main track heading southwest. Many contorted folds can be seen in the rocks alongside the path and
there is also a dramatic view of the blowhole below Penally Point.

The rocks here are Upper Devonian; continue south past the volcanic headland of Willapark with its
lookout station. There is evidence of an Iron Age promontory fort on this headland, a ditch and 
rampart was constructed across the neck of the headland securing a defence settlement.

Now continue along the coast path passing many old slate quarry workings, with their stone walls 
and level tracks still visible in the cliffs. This was an important industry, the use of slate was 
widespread and this is illustrated in the local field boundary walls with their herring bone pattern or 
'kersey wave'. Eventually you come to a point on the headland overlooking Short Island, here is a 
curious rock formation known as Ladies Window.

Boscastle Penally Point  



Boscastle Willapark

Boscastle- miniature folds alongside the path



Boscastle Kersey Wave



LADIES WINDOW  SX 080906

This dramatic arch consists of Tredorne slate which dates from the Upper Devonian (377-360 
million years ago). These fine grained slates are very friable and have been eroded into various 
shapes by the elements.

Ladies Window near Short Island.


